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Abstract:
In the NeuroIS field, experimental software needs to simultaneously present experimental stimuli to participants while
recording, analyzing, or displaying neurophysiological measures. For example, a researcher might record a user’s
heart beat (neurophysiological measure) as the user interacts with an e-commerce website (stimulus) to track
changes in user arousal or show a user’s changing arousal levels during an exciting game. In this paper, we identify
requirements for a NeuroIS experimental platform that we call Brownie and present its architecture and functionality.
We then evaluate Brownie via a literature review and a case study that demonstrates Brownie’s capability to meet the
requirements in a complex research context. We also verify Brownie’s usability via a quantitative study with
prospective experimenters who implemented a test experiment in Brownie and an alternative software. We
summarize the salient features of Brownie as follows: 1) it integrates neurophysiological measurements, 2) it
incorporates real-time processing of neurophysiological data, 3) it facilitates research on individual and group
behavior in the lab, 4) it offers a large variety of options for presenting experimental stimuli, and 5) it is open source
and easily extensible with open source libraries. In summary, we conclude that Brownie is innovative in its potential to
reduce barriers for IS researchers by fostering replicability and research collaboration and to support NeuroIS and
interdisciplinary research in cognate areas, such as management, economics, or human-computer interaction.
Keywords: NeuroIS, Experimental Software, Behavioral Research.

Varun Grover was the accepting senior editor. This paper was submitted on June 16, 2015, and went through three
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1

Brownie: A Platform for Conducting NeuroIS Experiments

Introduction

In recent years, the proliferation of built-in biosensors has made it possible to integrate biosignals as realtime system input for everyday use, such as in stress management (Riedl, 2013) and emotion regulation
for financial trading (Djajadiningrat, Geurts, Munniksma, Christiaansen, & de Bont, 2009; Astor, Adam,
Jerčić, Schaaff, & Weinhardt, 2013). As a subfield of IS research, the area of NeuroIS builds on the
advances in biosensor technology and applies neuroscience theories, methods, and tools to contribute to:
1) the development of theories that enable more accurate predictions and explanations of IT-related
behaviors and 2i) the design of IT artifacts, which positively influence technology adoption and user
experience (Dimoka, Pavlou, & Davis, 2011; Riedl et al., 2010a; Riedl, Davis, & Hevner, 2014a).
Neurophysiological data contributes to our better understanding constructs such as emotions (Gregor, Lin,
Gedeon, Riaz, & Zhu, 2014), cognitive load (Ortiz de Guinea, Titah, & Léger, 2013), or trust (Riedl, Mohr,
Kenning, Davis, & Heekeren, 2014b), which are important predictors of IT-related behavior. Researchers
have applied NeuroIS methods in the domains of assistive technologies (Randolph & Jackson, 2010),
work-related IS use patterns (Ortiz de Guinea & Webster, 2013), seller and buyer behavior (Randolph,
Borders, & Loe, 2013; Riedl et al., 2014b; Adam, Krämer, Jähnig, Seifert, & Weinhardt, 2011), serious
games (Li, Jiang, Tan, & Wei, 2014; Jerčić et al., 2012), recommender systems (Pfeiffer, Pfeiffer, &
Meißner, 2015), technostress (Riedl, 2013), and user acceptance (Kjærgaard & Jensen, 2014). Beyond
informing the design of IT artifacts, NeuroIS also enables one to develop neuro-adaptive information
systems; that is, “systems that recognize the physiological state of the user and that adapt, based on that
information, in real-time” (Riedl et al., 2014a, p. i).
Researchers have conducted the majority of NeuroIS studies within the scope of laboratory experiments
to study individual and group IS phenomena while establishing high levels of control (vom Brocke & Liang,
2014; vom Brocke, Riedl, & Léger, 2013). Indeed, researchers in NeuroIS and other cognate areas such
as behavioral economics, neuro-economics, and affective computing have recognized the need for such
control (Shim, Varshney, & Dekleva, 2006). These approaches require innovative and accessible
methodological toolsets to support researchers in developing a deeper understanding of how they enrich
human-computer interaction and human decision making.
Establishing freely accessible toolsets that address researchers’ needs aids the NeuroIS community and
closely related areas in several ways. In particular, such tools can be instrumental in 1) reducing the
barriers for IS researchers to engage in collaborative NeuroIS research, 2) increasing the comparability
and documentation across studies, and 3) increasing the replicability of studies. Prominent examples for
software tools that have aided the research communities of behavioral experimental research in general
and NeuroIS research in particular include z-Tree by Fischbacher (2007) (which became a workhorse in
experimental economics with about 6400 citations), Ledalab by Benedek and Kaernbach (2010) for
analyzing electrodermal activity (about 200 citations), ERPSim by Léger (2006) (about 140 citations),
ORSEE by Greiner (2004) for recruiting participants (about 1600 citations), and PhysioNet by Moody,
1
Mark, and Goldberger (2001) for analyzing physiological data (about 200 citations) . But while current
software tools are well suited to solving issues in specific domains, we recognize a research gap for a
platform for conducting NeuroIS experiments that can be used across several domains, facilitates sensordata collection, performs real-time biosignal analyses, works in both individual and group interactive
research scenarios, and, finally, is open source and fosters collaboration.
To overcome these challenges and to enable flexible integration of NeuroIS tools into experimental IS
research, we introduce Brownie (behavioral research of individuals and groups using Web and NeuroIS
experiments). We began the development process of the platform three years ago and iteratively defined the
requirements and enhanced its features via experiments, use cases, and workshops. Brownie facilitates
NeuroIS research in the lab by enabling one to collect, store, and synchronize sensor-data events (such as
electrocardiography (ECG), electrodermal activity (EDA), photoplethysmography (PPG), electroencephalography (EEG)). In addition, Brownie is geared towards integrating the real-time processing of
neurophysiological measurements, which enables research in upcoming areas such as neuro-adaptive
systems. Finally, beyond its capabilities for NeuroIS research, Brownie supports research in interaction
scenarios (between individuals or groups), which many IS contexts and group decision experiments require.
At present, the effort and technical knowledge required to conduct NeuroIS research are substantial.
Hence, a freely accessible platform for conducting NeuroIS experiments could be instrumental in
1
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increasing transparency and fostering the exchange of research know-how across cognate areas. In
summary, Brownie is innovative in that it reduces barriers for IS researchers to engage in collaborative
research and is interdisciplinary in its potential to be a platform that increases the replicability of studies
across disciplines of neurosciences, IS, economics, and management.
This paper proceeds as follows: in Section 2, we identify the need for a platform to facilitate NeuroIS
research in the lab and outline the requirements for a potential solution platform. In Section 3, we discuss
the design process we used to develop Brownie and its architecture in three iterations. In Section 4, we
evaluate the platform via a literature review, a case study, and a usability study. In Section 5, we discuss
the contributions and limitations of this work and provide directions for future research. Finally, in Section
6, we conclude the paper.

2

Problem Identification and Requirements Definition

As part of the IS research field, NeuroIS research broadly deals with the same objectives of investigation
as the IS field in general: designing and understanding information systems and users’ interactions with
them. As Dimoka et al. (2012, p. 680) state: NeuroIS promises “to complement existing research tools
with neurophysiological tools that can provide reliable data which are difficult or impossible to obtain with
traditional tools, such as self-reported or archival data”. NeuroIS shares an interest in understanding and
improving human-computer interaction with related areas such as psychology and behavioral economics.
NeuroIS also faces difficulties that arise in studying such questions—in particular, the potential complexity
of the interaction scenario with respect to participant, situation, and system-specific factors that might
confound study results. For NeuroIS, other factors further compound the problem such as the difficulties
inherent in measuring and processing several modalities simultaneously and spatial and temporal
resolution in measurements (Riedl & Léger, 2016, p. 47). These aspects require one to develop controlled
experiments to understand system design and its effects on behavior. To this end, we formulate the need
for experimentation in human-computer interaction based systems as a central problem that NeuroIS
researchers face (Gregor et al., 2014; Ortiz de Guinea et al., 2013).
Hence, in this paper, we address this central problem by defining a solution platform’s scope, providing a
solution artifact, and evaluating the platform for this problem space. In the context of this paper, we define
a platform as an experimental software that enables researchers to develop and conduct experiments by
providing a foundation in terms of specialized libraries and interfaces on which they can build programs for
2
specific research investigations and integrate third-party software components . Such a platform can 1)
provide standards that experiments need as the foundation 2) that one can extend via third-party NeuroIS
components where necessary. To build and evaluate Brownie, we adopted the steps for a design science
methodology as Peffers, Tuunanen, Rothenberger, and Charrerjee (2007) outline.
To define Brownie’s scope, we first identified the experimental software that experimental laboratories in
universities around the world use (behavioral, with and without sensor data) by emailing these laboratories
and asking which software they used regularly for their behavioral experiments (NeuroIS and non-NeuroIS
experiments). We contacted 46 laboratories in total, and 17 replied with information about the most
commonly used software features in their respective laboratories. We summarize commonly used
3
experimental software in Figure 1 .
By surveying features from the manuals and websites of the commonly used experimental software, we
formulated a set of requirements for NeuroIS experiments. Since experimental software included a wide
range of features, we categorized them into four broad requirements: 1) individual and group interaction,
2) biosensors, 3) technical, and 4) auxiliary requirements. Figure 1 indicates what software satisfies what
requirements. A literature review of NeuroIS studies (see Section 4) added two requirements to our list: 5)
integration of questionnaires and 6) integration of multimedia. We formulated several auxiliary
requirements (such as open source, common programming language, linking to a database, etc.) based

2

Note that not all experimental software provides the integration capabilities of platforms such as Brownie, Noldus Observer, or
Imotion. Some experimental software focuses on stimulus presentation such as the presentation software E-Prime and Presentation.
Others offer toolboxes to conduct experiments such as the z-Tree toolbox within functionalities of existing libraries but do not allow
one to create new libraries and integrate other software components. By contrast, a platform such as Noldus Observer, which is an
interesting alternative to Brownie for a variety of settings, offers a wide range of integration functionalities as demonstrated in the
experiments by Léger et al. (2014) and Charland et al. (2015).
3
The list of experimental software in Figure 1 is based on the feedback from experimental laboratories around the world, discussions
with NeuroIS researchers in focus groups and workshops, and the review process.
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on informal discussions with NeuroIS scholars at conferences and workshops. We circulated the four
requirement categories and the requirement list among and discussed them with scholars of NeuroIS and
cognate domains at several workshops; notably, the 2014 NeuroIS Gmunden Retreat attended by
eminent NeuroIS scholars, who confirmed that these requirements indeed represented common
requirements and commonly faced issues while implementing NeuroIS experiments.

2.1

Requirement 1 (R1): Group & Individual Interactions

Experimental research in the IS and management domains is, to a large extent, devoted to studying users’
decision making, perceptions, and behavior. From the perspective of NeuroIS, researchers are often
interested in how users engage with the system (such as processing information, performing a cognitively
demanding task, or making an important financial decision). Examining questions pertaining to humancomputer interaction, studying, and measuring neurophysiological processes at the same time in these
scenarios (Teubner, Adam, & Riordan, 2015) requires a solution platform capable in the above respects.

4

Figure 1. Requirements Met by Current Experimental Software

In addition, research in the NeuroIS domain seeks to understand individual and group behavior based on
a person’s internal state. The rise of Web 2.0 has facilitated group interaction in virtual environments, such
as online auctions, collaboration for content generation, and multi-user digital gaming (Teubner et al.,
4

Note: 1) Seithe (2012), 2) Pettit, Friedman, Kephart, & Oprea (2014), 3) Jarvis (2003), 4) Cox & Swarthout (2005), 5) Schneider,
Eschman, & Zuccolotto (2002), 6) iMotions (2016), 7) Draine (1998), 8) JessX (2010), 9) Jarvis (2004), 10) Noldus (1991), 11)
Presentation (2016), 12) Peirce (2007), 13) Brainard (1997), 14) Zeiliger (2000 ), 15) Chilton, Sims, Goldman, Little, & Miller (2009),
16) Hendriks (2012), 17) Neuroscan (2008), 18) Haxby, PArasuraman, Lalonde, & Abboud (1993), 19) Bostian & Holt (2013), 20)
Fischbacher (2007). Software is listed in alphabetical order.
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2015; Kuan, Zhong, & Chau, 2014). Research on the interaction of humans in groups in a technological
5
environment (in both static and dynamic contexts ) continues to increase in scope and importance. As
such, we formulate a NeuroIS platform’s first requirement as follows:
R1: A NeuroIS platform needs to facilitate individual interaction (R1a) and group interaction (R1b)
with systems.

2.2

R2: Biosignals

Although current experimental software provides capabilities such as stimulus presentation, humancomputer interaction, or group interaction, most software is limited in ways that compromise their usability for
NeuroIS research (most notably, real-time biosignal processing). NeuroIS research relies on continuously
recording physiological data in order to better understand internal processes, underlying externally visible
human behavior, such as activities and decisions, recorded as text inputs, mouse clicks (Dimoka, 2010;
Schaaff, Degen, Adler, & Adam, 2012) or eye movements (Pfeiffer et al, 2014a; Pfeiffer, Meißner, Prosiegel,
& Pfeiffer, 2014b). Employing biosignal data using sensors is an emerging method for assessing users’
internal states (such as emotion, cognitive load, focus level, or relaxation state) that focuses on improving
our understanding of human behavior and building user-centric information systems (Astor et al., 2013).
Several experimental software programs facilitate neurophysiological measurements with stimuli-based
experiments in which individuals interact with a system. However, these software programs were not
designed to integrate stimuli and events, which becomes increasingly complex when one acquires data
from more than one sensor. In the context of multiple sensor modalities, Léger et al. (2014) provide
guidelines for synchronizing sensor data from multiple sources. In the case they describe, multiple
recording devices (one for each sensor) record and store sensor data separately, each based on an
individual clock. In order to later synchronize the timestamps of the different clocks, Léger et al. (2014)
propose an additional device that has the dedicated task of sending marker signals to all connected
recording devices. One then later uses these marker signals when post-processing the data as reference
points for synchronization. Hence, based on prior NeuroIS guidelines, we conclude that a NeuroIS
platform requires temporal synchronization of multiple modalities and synchronization with events in the
experiment. As such, we formulate a NeuroIS platform’s second requirement as follows:
R2(a/b): A NeuroIS platform needs the ability to store unimodal and multimodal biosensor data
and temporally synchronize these data with the various events in the experiments in a
uniform and ready-to-analyze format (R2a). Further, such a platform needs the ability to
perform signal quality checks, to confirm whether biosensors are connected, and to verify
whether biosensor data is being continuously stored (R2b).
An emerging requirement of NeuroIS research is the ability to integrate the real-time processing of biosignals
and further design systems based on this information. Researchers use user input in the form of real-time
biosignal data to adapt the system response or system design in real-time according to the user’s cognitive
or affective state of the user (see strategy 3, vom Brocke et al., 2013). As Riedl (2013, p. 44) states in his
research agenda, “Design science researchers could contribute to the development of information systems,
which use bio-signals as real-time system input in order to make human-computer interaction less stressful,
and hence more convenient, enjoyable, and effective”. Researchers have termed these systems as “neuroadaptive” (Riedl et al., 2014a; Riedl & Léger, 2016) and developed them to improve users’ experience,
reduce users’ stress perceptions, or help users achieve certain goals. One specific example of a neuroadaptive system feature is the live-biofeedback, which informs users (based on their biosignals processed in
real time) about their current internal state. Researchers have used live-biofeedback in serious games and
technology-enhanced learning environments (Astor et al., 2013; Ouwerkerk et al., 2013). In summary, neuroadaptive systems mandate the need to integrate real-time signal processing features in an experimental
platform. As such, we extend the second requirement as follows:
R2(c): A NeuroIS platform needs the ability to incorporate features for real-time processing of
sensor data in order to design neuro-adaptive systems (e.g., interface adaptation,
interventions, live-biofeedback) for experimentation.

5

Static refers to round-based settings wherein participants wait for others in the group to complete their actions before they can
observe them. Dynamic scenarios refer to those where one participant observes the actions of other participants in real time.
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R3: Technical Requirements

We next identify a list of general technical requirements that are common to the majority of IS
experiments. IS experiments often study users’ behavior while they browse website content or make
buy/sell decisions on e-commerce platforms (Dorner, Ivanova, & Scholz, 2013; Gregor et al., 2014). From
a NeuroIS perspective, enriching users’ click and search pattern data on websites with physiological
measurements taken in a controlled lab environment opens up the possibility of connecting user behavior
with internal states in order to be able to understand their behavior and reaction to system design changes
(see Dimoka, 2010; Fadel, Meservy, & Jensen, 2015; Minas, Potter, Dennis, Bartelt, & Bae, 2014). As
such, we formulate a NeuroIS platform’s third requirement as follows:
R3(a): A NeuroIS platform needs to allow one to conduct IS experiments on websites in a
controlled lab environment.
Tracking and logging of user data and activities is an important element in analyzing user behavior.
Primarily, flexibility regarding the type of information that can be stored (such as different inputs or choices
made by users in an interface, tracking button clicks, time of displaying certain information, temporal
synchronization of events and multiple modalities, etc.) remains an important requirement in facilitating
future analysis, potentially combining neurophysiological activity (Léger et al., 2014; Hu, West, &
Smarandescu, 2015; Vance, Anderson, Kirwan, & Eargle, 2014) as noted above. As such, we extend the
third requirement as follows:
R3(b): A NeuroIS platform needs the ability to provide flexible user activity logging (in terms of
types and format of information) for experimenters.
Another general technical requirement across experimental software is the ease-of-use in implementing
experiments with potentially complex interfaces and logic. This can be achieved by allowing programming in
a commonly used programming language with adequate implementation support, for example on forums
and in books (Kuan et al., 2014; Li et al., 2014). As such, we extend the third requirement as follows:
R3(c): A NeuroIS platform needs the ability to allow one to program an experiment with a
commonly used programming language and the ability to implement customized procedures
and interfaces in the lab.
Interlinked with the previous requirement of a common programming language, is the scalability and
extensibility aspect of the platform. While most of the experimental software surveyed in Figure 1 are able
to integrate a specified list of devices, they are not extensible or scalable to be combined with other
devices, such as mobile gadgets. As such, we extend the third requirement as follows:
R3(d): A NeuroIS platform needs to allow one to extend it via available libraries for biosensor and
hardware requirements.
Finally, in order to measure the underlying physiology, stimuli have been provided in the form of text
(Minas et al., 2014), images (Benbasat, Dimoka, Pavlou, & Qiu, 2010; Gregor et al., 2014; Riedl et al.,
2014b), sounds (Jerčić et al., 2012), or videos (Nogueira, Aguiar, Rodrigues, & Oliveira, 2014). As such,
we extend the third requirement as follows:
R3(e): A NeuroIS platform needs to allow one to incorporate various multimedia elements as stimuli
in experiment interfaces.

2.4

R4: Auxiliary Requirements

In terms of the advancement that prior NeuroIS research findings have created, the distribution model one
uses represents an important aspect of a NeuroIS platform. In surveying current software, we found two
kinds of distribution models: open source models that allow one to modify their source code and models
that neither distribute the source code nor allow one to modify it. More importantly, distribution models
effect different advantages and disadvantages for the researchers who want to carry out experiments. For
example, commercially available software is commonly not open source but provides various support
services for experimenters. By contrast, open source software is often limited in terms of support services
and accountability but achieves high levels of transparency of implementation details and facilitates the
exchange of knowledge. Based on the feedback from the initial requirement-gathering phase, researchers
stated open source software as their preferred choice because it helps other researchers replicate
NeuroIS experiments by sharing the source code, enables them to extend the platform for new
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experiments, and fosters collaboration among researchers (e.g., by jointly developing libraries for the
platform). As such, we formulate a NeuroIS platform’s fourth requirement as follows:
R4(a): A NeuroIS platform needs to be open source.
In order to help researchers easily and continuously use a platform, the platform needs to provide a
sufficient number of tutorials and use cases and documentation and support via issue trackers or forums,
which will encourage discussion on research’s use and extensibility. As such, we extend the fourth
requirement as follows:
R4(b): A NeuroIS platform needs to provide tutorials, documentation, and support methods.
Finally, one needs to be able to replicate and reuse behavioral research conducted in a lab (Friedman &
Sunder, 1994). Riedl and Léger (2016, p. 112) state that, for NeuroIS experiments, “[the] possibility of
replication is an important pre-condition of a study’s objectivity”. As such, we extend the fourth
requirement as follows:
R4(c): A NeuroIS platform needs to allow one to incorporate new functionalities into existing
experiments and allow for distribution and replication of existing experiments.
Collecting additional information about participants is a basic requirement of virtually all NeuroIS
experiments and includes assessing additional data such as demographic information and specific
personality traits or recording participants’ perceptions during the experiment. As such, we extend the
fourth requirement as follows:
R4(d): A NeuroIS platform needs to allow one to incorporate questionnaires in a controlled lab
environment.

3

Design, Development, and Demonstration

We initially began to develop Brownie when we became aware of the growing complexity and technological
challenges researchers face in conducting NeuroIS experiments, which result in part due to experimental
software’s limits in terms of extensibility, group interaction, and biosignal integration. Hence, we envisioned a
staged plan to iteratively design a platform that would address those needs. In this section, we outline the
iterative problem-solving process used to design and develop Brownie. We applied a design as a search
process approach to decompose the complexity of developing a platform for laboratory experiments in the
domain of NeuroIS into subproblems as Peffers et al. (2007) and Hevner, March, Park, and Ram (2004)
recommend. The four requirements we outline above represent these subproblems, which we addressed in
three main iterations of design and development. Six use cases (i.e., experiments by internal and external
researchers) guided the design and development process to demonstrate the feasibility of the requirements
and evaluate the platform version developed in each iteration.

3.1

Iteration 1: Basic Client-server Architecture

In the first iteration, we implemented Brownie’s core client-server structure. This first implementation
featured individual (R1a) and group (R1b) interactions. Brownie is Java-based (R3c), includes flexible
data logging (R3b), and its layered architecture retains modularity and, hence, extensibility (R3d) while
abstracting functionality. We chose Java was as the language of implementation since several operating
systems support it and many applications, enterprise software, and e-commerce solutions widely use it.
Finally, Java is the preferred choice of language in the case of extensions to mobile development due to
its compatibility with the Android system.
One can classify architecture components along two dimensions: 1) whether they are part of the client or
the server side and 2) whether they belong to the built-in or the customizable tier. In order to ensure that
the platform encapsulates components and abstracts information (e.g. message passing methods,
database mapping) about the layers below the layer exposed to experimenters, we separated the platform
into a built-in tier (the core) and a customizable tier for experimenters. The built-in tier is ready to use and
requires no alterations when implementing an experiment. Figures A1 and A2 visualize the built-in tier.
The customizable tier, on the other hand, makes it possible to implement new experiments. Experimenters
can specify user interfaces for clients, specify grouping rules for subjects in various periods, assign roles
to clients, and customize the experimental flow. Exemplary experiments are distributed with the source
code to help first-time Brownie users more easily use it.
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According to design as a search process method (Peffers et al., 2007; Hevner et al., 2004), each iteration
of the creative and heuristic problem solving process must produce a representation of an artifact that is
being demonstrated. With respect to this first iteration of designing and developing Brownie, we created
artifacts for two standard decision scenarios: trust game (Riedl et al., 2014b) and ultimatum game (Joe &
Lin, 2008; Loewenstein, 2001). We used both games to confirm the operability of Brownie’s basic
architecture. The games incorporated basic solutions for managing roles, grouping subjects, and handling
errors and exceptions. Demonstrating and discussing these artifacts revealed several ways in which we
needed to adapt the platform for advanced experimentation, which we addressed at the end of this
iteration. For instance, the ultimatum game had two roles and a role-matching requirement, but other
experiments do not necessarily require this step; hence, we implemented a default single-role-matcher
that assigned all subjects to the same role throughout an experiment. We also facilitated custom and
experiment-specific role matching methods in Brownie via abstract classes. Similarly, we identified
general scenarios for grouping (such as partner matching, random matching, perfect stranger matching,
etc.) and implemented them.

3.2

Iteration 2: Integrating Sensors for Biosignal Acquisition

The second iteration addressed the acquisition of biosignals (R2a), including signal quality checks (R2b)
and the real-time processing of biosignal data (R2c). The biosensor management layer allows one to set
up, connect, and record biosensor data via Brownie. For this purpose, we incorporated a standardized
biosensor interface with basic functions such as starting/stopping recording and specifying locations for
saving physiological data into Brownie. One can extend the standardized interface to specify and
configure sensor-specific properties (such as sampling frequency, hardware connectivity information for
parallel port, or Bluetooth properties).
In the most recent iteration, we implemented Brownie with the ability to record ECG, EDA, PPG, EEG,
eye-tracking data, and audio and webcam data. As for real-time processing, Brownie provides a generic
extensible interface that helps one to specify sensors’ configuration, handle data streams, and specify
real-time parameters (e.g., sampling frequency, time window for real-time computation). Brownie provides
real-time processing of heart rate and skin conductance using ECG and EDA measurements, which one
can use to adjust user interface components based on a user’s affective state (e.g., live biofeedback). The
modularity of the biosensor tier allows one to implement new real-time monitoring and analyses methods
(i.e. filtering methods, processing algorithms, and post-processing algorithms).
Brownie addresses data synchronization in two different ways: integrated or offline. In the first way
(integrated), Brownie records all biosensor modalities itself. Hence, Brownie timestamps all data using the
same clock and one does not need to conduct any post hoc synchronization. As such, for most experiments,
Brownie records all biosensor modalities with one sensor device that is associated with one experimental
computer. In the second way (offline), Brownie does not record at least one biosensor modality directly and
one has to synchronize data offline. Here, one uses Brownie to record the behavioral data of the experiment,
and it simultaneously acts as a marker signal emitter for all connected biosensors (cf. Hariharan, Adam, &
Fuong, 2014). One can then use the marker signals for post-processing synchronization of one or more
modalities. In addition to those two data-synchronization methods, Brownie always records timestamps for
experiment events with server and client time in order to allow one to synchronize multiple clients with the
server time post hoc. These data-synchronization capabilities are in the now-established NeuroIS guidelines
that Dimoka et al. (2012) and Léger et al. (2014) raise (e.g., simultaneously obtaining data from different
sources and providing a marker signal emitter functionality). In order to demonstrate the operability of the
second iteration artifact (namely, the biosensor tier), we conducted three experiments (Appendix B). The first
two experiments involved collecting large amounts of data (e.g., up to two hours of measurement for nine
clients at a sample rate of 1000 Hz with three different sensors simultaneously), while experiment 3 included
real-time signal processing. All three experiments verified the feasibility of collecting physiological data using
Brownie. In this phase, the challenges we faced include those that concerned: 1) Bluetooth driver
compatibility, 2) Java versioning and Dynamic Link Library (DLL) compatibility with various operating
systems and sensor devices, and 3) the identification of processing speed requirements for real-time signal
processing. We later identified and accounted for these challenges prior to the experiment setup and,
subsequently, integrated appropriate solutions in Brownie.
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Iteration 3: Preparation for Open Source Usage

In the third iteration, we prepared Brownie and its support landscape for open source use in the NeuroIS
community, which included open source distribution (R3b), a support infrastructure of instructions,
tutorials, and exemplary experiments (R4b), and the ability to redistribute and replicate implemented
experiments (R4c). In addition, the third iteration addressed further requirements we identified in our
literature review (see Section 4), in discussions with other experimenters (see Section 2), and in iterations
1 and 2, such as support for website research (R3a), integration of multimedia content (R3e), and
integration of questionnaires (R4d).
Brownie is fully open source and licensed under the Apache 2.0 open source license with the added
requirement of a citation in case of academic use. The support infrastructure includes a wiki with
information about Brownie’s architecture, basic usage instructions, and a FAQ section. It further includes
several video tutorials that demonstrate how to set up existing experiments and how to implement a new
experiment on Brownie. Other video tutorials address specific questions that experimenters commonly ask
(e.g., how to install JWindow Builder, how data logging on Brownie works, and how to match subjects to
different treatments). With respect to redistribution, the database engine PL/SQL proved difficult to install
separately. Hence, we switched to the database engine H2, which dynamically creates a schema without
requiring the experimenter to separately create it. Users could then add new values for the database to
store with minimal recreation efforts. Further, to further allow researchers to distribute and replicate
experiments, we made Brownie available on Bitbucket and gave all experimenters the opportunity to
share their experimental code in the Bitbucket repository. We tested the result of the third iteration, a
software artifact including its documentation and support infrastructure, in use cases 4, 5 and 6 (Appendix
B). External experiments created the experiments described in these use cases based on the
documentation and support material.

4

Evaluation

To evaluate Brownie, we adopted a combination of evaluation methods as Peffers et al. (2007) suggest.
First, we analyzed the literature to confirm that Brownie meets the requirements of current experiments in
the NeuroIS field, which demonstrates its utility in a broad domain. Second, we conducted a case study to
evaluate Brownie’s capability to meet the specific requirements in a complex NeuroIS research context.
Third, we conducted a quantitative experimental study to examine the usability of Brownie in which
participants implemented an experiment on Brownie and another experimental software and then
assessed the respective usability. The three methods evaluated the criteria of “fulfillment of requirements”
and “usability”. The first two methods evaluated the fulfillment of requirements on a three-point scale
(fulfilled, not fulfilled, not required in a particular study). The second and third methods evaluated usability
on the dimensions of system usefulness, information quality, and interface quality by analyzing the
qualitative case study data (interviews, documents, etc.) and the quantitative data from participants’
responses to questions from the IBM usability scales (Lewis, 1995), respectively.

4.1

Evaluation of Requirements Based on a Literature Review

First, we thoroughly reviewed the NeuroIS research in the Senior Scholars’ basket of eight journals that
conducted an experiment with neurophysiological measurements to investigate their research questions,
which yielded a total of 18 papers. To ensure independent assessment, an evaluator who was not a part
of the developer team identified the requirements of the NeuroIS experiments conducted in these papers
and validated whether Brownie met these requirements or, if that was not the case, if one could extend it
to do so. We then contacted the author teams of the identified studies to confirm the assessment and
revise where necessary (16 of the 18 author teams responded). Table 1 presents the results of the
literature review. Requirements marked as “fulfilled” are met by Brownie and have already been
demonstrated as feasible in one or more experiments. Requirements marked as “requiring extension” are
technically feasible but have not been demonstrated via experiments yet. The literature review suggests
that one can implement Brownie for nearly all published NeuroIS experiments. At this stage, four of the
experiments (Dimoka, 2010; Riedl, Hubert, & Kenning, 2010b; Riedl et al., 2014b; Warkentin, Walden,
Johnston, & Straub, 2016) would either require one to conduct offline analysis (fMRI measurements are
commonly carried out by fMRI software, and event synchronization with experimental software is carried
out offline) or to extend Brownie to access fMRI libraries. Moreover, one experiment (Léger et al., 2014)
would require one to extend Brownie’s real-time interface to process EEG data.
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During this evaluation step, we identified two requirements commonly mentioned in the surveyed NeuroIS
papers: integration of multimedia and integration of questionnaires. We implemented both requirements in
Brownie, but we did not explicitly note them as requirements in the original requirement list. Since the
literature review showed them to be important across several NeuroIS papers, we extended the
requirement list accordingly. This evaluation also highlighted that the requirement list for the platform
reflected the features required for conducting state-of-the-art NeuroIS experiments and would expand and
change with the development of NeuroIS research.
Notably, at this stage, only two NeuroIS studies (Astor et al., 2013; Léger et al., 2014) in the Senior
Scholars’ basket of eight journals required real-time biosignal processing (R2c; see Table 1). However,
eminent NeuroIS scholars have identified the integration of “neuroscience tools as built-in functions of IT
artifacts” (vom Brocke et al., 2013, p. 3) as an important application area for NeuroIS that can lead to the
development of “neuro-adaptive information systems” (Riedl et al., 2014a, p. xxix). Hence, we expect that,
in the future, more NeuroIS will integrate biosignals as real-time systems input for, for example, real-time
quality checks, the reduction of users’ technostress perceptions, biofeedback applications, and braincomputer interfacing (Riedl & Léger, 2016, pp. 17-19).

4.2
4.2.1

Evaluation of Requirements and Usability Based on a Case Study
Case Study Description

We conducted our case study with two goals: 1) to investigate whether Brownie meets the requirements of
experimenters and 2) to investigate whether it achieves high usability for experimenters and the
participants of the experiment. The case study describes a research project that begun in March 2015,
used Brownie, and whose structure broadly adopted the six essential phases of the NeuroIS research
framework that vom Brocke and Liang (2014) introduce. No member of Brownie’s developer team took
part in this project in any capacity. The project team contacted the developer team a few times asking for
access to the software and inquiring about tutorials and support material for specific questions (see
Section 4.2.2). Two chief investigators (referred to as CI1 and CI2) planned to investigate user
engagement on online participation platforms by comparing different crowdfunding mechanisms for
funding four different projects. CI1 had experience in programming with z-Tree, an alternative to Brownie
(see Figure 1), while CI2 had minimal prior experience in programming (programming courses only with
no experience in programming projects). Both CIs had experience in experimental research. The CIs
worked with two student research assistants (RA1 and RA2) on implementing their research project.
Table 2 overviews the data collected from the key members involved in this project during one or more of
the above mentioned six phases. We interviewed two participants of the experiment who we randomly
drew from the participant pool. In total, the research project lasted approximately six months, including all
six research phases. Conducting the first two phases took up about two months (phase 1 and 2),
designing and implementing the experiment in Brownie took about two-and-a-half months (phase 3), and
conducting the experiment and analyzing the data took about one-and-a-half months (phases 4-6).
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Table 1. Mapping of NeuroIS Experiments to Requirements (Paper Information)
Authors (year)

Outlet

Description

Major challenges

NeuroIS
method

Software
used

N

Astor et al. (2013)

JMIS

A biofeedback-based serious
game for training emotion
regulation skills.

Real-time biosignals to adapt
the game to the user’s
physiological state.

HR

xAffect

104

Cyr, Head, Larios, &
Pan
(2009)

MISQ

An experiment to examine
responses to website images.

Design of treatments;
Calibration & correction.

Eyetracking

Gaze-tracker

90

Dimoka
(2010)

MISQ

An experiment to examine
neural correlates of trust and
distrust.

Stimuli manipulation;
Correction of artifacts.

fMRI

SPM5

192

Fadel et al. (2015)*

JMIS

An experiment to study
knowledge filtering process in
online forums.

To orient subjects to the eyetracking instrument; reduce
novelty effects.

Eyetracking

Tobii Studio

62

Gregor et al. (2014)

JMIS

A multi-method experiment of
the nomological emotion
network.

Synchronizing EEG equipment
data to subjects’ website
viewing activity.

EEG

EEGLab

62

Hu et al.
(2015)

JMIS

An experiment to study decisionmaking in information security.

Paradigm design; Recording
and correction of EEG, ERP
computation.

EEG

E-Prime

61

Kuan et al.
(2014)

JMIS

An experiment to study opinions Group treatment manipulation,
& emotions in group-buying
EEG data capture.

EEG

Emotiv
Testbench/
EEGLab

18

Léger et al. (2014)

JAIS

The experiment to study neural
reactions of users in a natural
use context.

EEG/
Eyetracking

Net Station/
Tobii Studio/
Noldus
Observer

24

Li et al.
(2014)

JMIS

A study on how game elements Record and interpret the EEG
impact user engagement.
data from the gaming process.

EEG

Emotiv
Testbench/
EEGLab

44

Minas et al.
(2014)

JMIS

Responses of subjects to new Multi-modal data to investigate
information during a text-based
subjects’ cognitive and
ICT discussion.
emotional responses.

EEG
SC
EMG

Emotiv
Testbench/
MediaLab

44

Ortiz de Guinea &
Webster
(2013)

MISQ

A study to examine influence of
events on IT use patterns.

Duration of experiment; Data
from multiple modalities.

HR
VPA;VR

Polar
Software

161

Ortiz de Guinea, Titah,
& Léger (2014)

JMIS

A study to test the effect of
factors for PU and PEOU.

Impedance and baseline;
artifact correction.

EEG

B-Alert

24

Riedl et al. (2010b)

MISQ

A study on gender difference in
online trust.

fMRI data collection; artifact
correction.

fMRI

SPM5

20

Riedl et al. (2014b)

JMIS

A trust game to investigate
responses to human & avatar
faces.

To accommodate subjects to
fMRI; fMRI data collection and
artifact correction.

fMRI

Presentation/
FSL

18

Tams, Hill, Ortiz de
Guinea, Thatcher, &
Grover (2014)

JAIS

Multi-method validation between
Acquiring pre-task
physiological and psychological measurements, noise control
measures of technostress.
of sAA data, variables control.

sAA

Salimetrics

64

Teubner et al. (2015)

JAIS

Arousal and bidding behavior
with humans/computer
opponents.

Signal calibration; Artifacts
avoidance.

HR
SC

z-Tree/
Ledalab

103

Vance et al. (2014)*

JAIS

An experiment to examine EEG
measures for risk perceptions.

Remove artifacts in the EEG
data; examine the channels.

EEG

Geodesic
EEG (EGI)

59

Warkentin et al. (2016)

JAIS

Analysis on how fear appeals
affect user intention to enact
secure IT behaviors.

fMRI data collection; artifact
correction.

fMRI

E-Prime/
FSL

17

Reduce the artifacts;
synchronize EEG and eyetracking data.

Note: N: total number of participants; JAIS: Journal of the Association for Information Systems; JMIS: Journal of Management
Information Systems; MISQ: MIS Quarterly; EEG: electroencephalography; EMG: Facial electromyography; ERP: event-related brain
Potentials; fMRI: functional magnetic resonance imaging; HR: heart rate; sAA: salivary alpha-amylase; SC: skin conductance; VPA:
verbal protocol-analysis; VR: video recording; FSL: fMRI software library; SPM: statistical parametric mapping; z-Tree: Zurich
Toolbox for Readymade Economic Experiments; PEOU: perceived ease of use; PU: perceived usefulness; ICT: information &
communication technology.
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Table 1. Mapping of NeuroIS Experiments to Requirements (Mapping)
Authors (year)

R1a

R1b

R2a

R2b

R2c

R3a

R3b

R3c

R3d

R3e

R4a

R4b

R4c

R4d

Astor et al. (2013)

●



●

●

●



●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Cyr et al. (2009)

●



●

●



●

●



●

●



●

●

●

Dimoka
(2010)

●



⦿

⦿



●

●

●

●



●

●

●

●

Fadel et al. (2015)*

●



●

●



●

●



●





●

●

●

Gregor et al. (2014)

●



●

●



●

●

●



●

●

●



●

Hu et al.
(2015)

●



●

●





●



●

●



●

●

●

Kuan et al.
(2014)

●



●

●



●

●

●

●

●



●

●

●

Léger et al. (2014)

●



●

●

⦿

●

●

●

●

●



●

●

●

Li et al.
(2014)

●



●

●



●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Minas et al.
(2014)



●

●

●



●

●



●

●



●

●

●

Ortiz de Guinea &
Webster
(2013)

●



●

●





●

●







●

●

●

Ortiz de Guinea et al.
(2014)

●



●

●



●

●





●



●

●

●

Riedl et al. (2010b)

●



⦿

⦿



●

●

●

●

●



●

●

●

Riedl et al. (2014b)



●

⦿

⦿





●



●

●



●

●

●

Tams et al. (2014)

●















●

●





●

●

Teubner et al. (2015)

●

●

●

●





●









●

●

●

Vance et al. (2014)*

●



●

●



●

●

●

●

●



●

●

●

Warkentin et al. (2016)

●



⦿

⦿





●

●



●





●

●

Note: : requirements not needed by experiment; ●: requirements partially needed by experiment and demonstrated in earlier
experiments by Brownie; ●: requirements needed by experiment and demonstrated in earlier experiments by Brownie; ⦿:
requirements needed by experiment, extensible in Brownie, with language wrappers.
Requirement list: R1a: individual interaction; R1b: group interaction; R2a: store biosignal data and event synchronization; R2b:
perform signal quality checks; R2c: real-time biosignal processing; R3a: websites; R3b: flexibility of user activity logging; R3c:
commonly used programming language; R3d: extensibility; R3e: multimedia; R4a: open source; R4b: tutorials, support; R4c:
replicability; R4d: questionnaires.
*: assessment of requirements not validated by author team.
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Table 2. Case Study Statistics
Number of formal
interactions

Number of informal
interactions

Chief investigator 1 (CI1)

4

Chief investigator 2 (CI2)
Research assistant (RA1)

Interviewee

Involvement in research
phase
1

2 3a 3b 4a 4b 5

6

2

x

x

x

x

2

2

x

x

x

x

4

12

x

x

2

x

x

Research assistant (RA2)

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Experiment participant 1 (EP1)

1

x

Experiment participant 2 (EP2)

1

x

Note: formal interactions included structured and semi-structured interviews, participation in test sessions in the lab, feedback
provided on a written evaluation form, and statements in the experimenters’ scientific publication. Informal interactions included email exchanges and telephone conversations.

4.2.2

Phases 1 and 2: Identify Research Questions and Build the Theoretical Foundation

In the first phase, the CIs identified the research questions for the project. First, they planned to
investigate whether the crowdfunding mechanism would influence participants’ behavior (RQ1). Second,
they planned to examine whether interacting with a human or a computer group would influence
participants’ behavior and perceptions (RQ2). Third, they planned to examine the influence of the
6
crowdfunding mechanisms on the intensity of affective processes (RQ3) . The CIs considered conducting
an online study but discarded this option because “given the specific subject of crowdfunding” and the
novelty of the approach, they felt they needed the level of control provided by a lab experiment with the
appropriate choice of treatments. They were to supplement the experiment with questionnaires to gather
additional data required to investigate the above questions. In this phase, the CIs could already clearly
perceive requirements R1a, R1b, R3c, and R4d. CI2 explained that:
We had to come up with a proprietary user interface, to simulate a crowdfunding setting, which
was able to incorporate a number of projects. We wanted participants to see a progress bar (a
graphical scale), and to be able to enter information. In addition, we needed to track each and
every participant move (or click). We wanted a tool that enabled us to manage all participants to
see the same screen and information during a given lab session, as well as a software that
allowed us to track the timestamps of user activity. In addition, recording physiological data in the
form of heart rate, was necessary, to assess emotional processes without direct reports of
participants.
In summary, participants needed to interact with the interface (R1a) and be grouped differently (R1b), their
every click had to be logged (R3c), and a questionnaire had to be included (R4d). The CIs realized they
needed to gather physiological data in order to assess affective processes during participants’ decision
making (R2a) towards the end of the conceptual phase. CI1 stated in the interview that one important
issue was extending the round-based experiment to one in which participants could dynamically view
others’ actions (i.e., from a static experiment to one with a high level of real-time interaction). Hence, the
CIs stated extensibility (R3d) as an important criterion for experimental software choice as well.

4.2.3

Phase 3a: Design of the Experiment

The CIs decided on a between-subject design with different interfaces for two treatments (two
crowdfunding mechanisms). With respect to group interaction (R1b), they assigned 12 participants to each
session that, in turn, comprised 24 periods. In each period, the CIs randomly assigned participants to two
groups of six with the restriction that two participants would never be assigned to the same group twice.
The design included three phases or screens (information and input, round result, final result) with
interaction elements such as standard input boxes and buttons and graphical elements such as status
bars, a timer (ticking down from 60 seconds), and result tables. After each user input phase, an arrow or a
cross would indicate which projects were funded. Hence, a common programming language that offered

6

The third question emerged at a later point in time than the first two questions.
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libraries for these elements and supported their future planned extensions emerged as an auxiliary
requirement of the experiment (R3c) at this stage.
The CIs then turned to the question of which experimental software would fulfill their requirements best.
7
LimeSurvey offered the required questionnaire functionality but did not offer biosignal acquisition or
processing nor sufficient flexibility in interface and experimental flow design. RA1 explained in their written
feedback that, “[The] crowdfunding setting required a system that allowed us to specify detailed
endowment rules and an advanced client-server communication”. They considered z-Tree as another
option but, as CI1 pointed out in the interview, “choosing [z-Tree] would not have enabled us to extend the
experiment to a real-time setting [R3d]”. CI2 stated in the interview that using z-Tree would have required
8
the CIs to drop R2 since one could not acquire biosignal data in z-Tree at the time . With regard to
interface design (R3c), CI1 considered both the z-Tree toolbox and other candidate software to be “limited
in possibilities”. Finally, CI1 and CI2 chose Brownie as their experimental platform since it fulfilled the
primary requirements of the experiment (R1a, R1b, R2a, R2b, R3d, R4c, and R4d). CI1 and CI2 stated
that system usefulness (i.e., that the system would meet all their requirements and be able to cope with
their “special wishes”) was initially the most important criterion in choosing Brownie.

4.2.4

Phase 3b: Implementation of the Experiment

In Phase 3b, RA1 and RA2 implemented the design specifications. The CIs provided PowerPoint slides
for the screen designs, Excel files for the group-matching logic, screenshots of whiteboard discussions,
mock-ups, and textual descriptions. RA1 and RA2 were also involved in the CIs’ discussions. RA2 had
basic programming skills and prior experience in Java from university courses. RA1, having participated in
programming projects before, had advanced programming skills. Both CIs estimated that, from their
experience, it took them a normal amount of time (two weeks’ time) to find a student research assistant
reasonably fluent in Java (i.e., no longer than it would have taken to find a person with command of
another programming language). CI1 observed that, in the beginning of the project, it was difficult to
estimate the level of programming skills required for the project. Due to the complexity of the experiment
and the overhead of learning to work with a new experimental software, the CIs expected that they would
run into difficulties implementing the experiment. CI1 explained that:
It would have been easier to find someone to program for z-Tree, especially for simpler
experiments, but not for programming our experiment, which would have been a bigger
challenge. z-Tree would have been useful for programming simpler settings, such as a standard
public goods game, but for the crowdfunding setting we wanted to examine, along with
physiological measures, Brownie turned out to be the better choice. In addition, on z-Tree, it is
not possible to use common knowledge about programming, which makes one heavily
dependent on the manual, whereas on Brownie, we could find help for new ideas online, for
instance on forums, very easily.
Based on feedback from CI1 and CI2, RA1 altered the implementation iteratively. RA2 worked 10 hours
per week on the implementation and 80 hours in total, which included the setup and learning time. The
implementation phase comprised the following four major steps:
S1: Installation and setup (11 March to 13 March, 2015): RA1 and RA2 requested access to
Brownie’s source code via email. We sent them the source code with links to tutorials, sample
experiments, and video tutorials. RA1 found the information easy to understand and effective
for installing Brownie, which points to a good information quality. CI1 remarked that “it would
be helpful to have more of these great tutorials, but it is a good start”. CI2 noted that it took
more work than they had expected to install and setup Brownie, to understand the various
components, and the interaction between them. However, as soon as they gained a basic
understanding, they could make progress much more easily. CI1 recalls that RA1 was
“frustrated in the beginning, but then with the video and online tutorials, they were able to set it
up fast, and get it working”. CI1 also noted that they would expect gaining a basic
understanding to be a problem with any new experimental tool.

7

LimeSurvey is a popular open source Web application to conduct surveys. It is available online on http://limesurvey.org.
We note that there are in fact NeuroIS experiments that use z-Tree. However, prior experiments and the authors of z-Tree state
that one cannot integrate biosignals directly with z-Tree and that it has limited logging functionality (refer to Teubner et al.’s (2015)
experiment in Table 1 in this paper).
8
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S2: UI and client screen design (16 March to 15 April, 2015): based on the conceptual designs
from phase 3a, RA1 first designed the interfaces participants would interact with, which took
approximately 40 hours. During this period, RA1 asked questions about quickly implementing
the GUI and the look-and-feel of client screens, which the developer team answered by
providing instructions for Window Builder and improving the tutorials on how to implement the
GUI with Window Builder. With respect to the interface quality, RA1 stated in written feedback
evaluation that: “After finding out how to do it, it is neat to be able to design an attractive
experiment (using the WindowBuilder for eclipse) with Java”.
S3: Experiment client-server communication (23 April to 28 April, 2015): RA1 proceeded with
implementing the experimental flow (i.e., the ordering of displaying screens, sending clientspecific information from the server, and incorporating round-based, client-level, and grouplevel logic in the experiment). The developer team assisted in this step by pointing to current
experiments and tutorials. RA1 stated in the written feedback that: “It was rather easy to
include and start the experiment with its server/client interfaces”. CI2 found that “incorporating
message passing client-server interaction was relatively easy,” and CI1 did not “remember any
problems in this step”. The CIs and RAs considered the tutorials as particularly helpful for
solving issues, which points to Brownie’s fulfilling R4b. CI2 commented on the information
quality of the support material: “The information (such as videos, documentation) provided with
Brownie as well as online support in forums was really helpful for finding the information
required to complete the experiment”. CI1 recommended for future work on Brownie that “the
website’s search and overview functionality could be improved such that tutorials can be found
faster”. CI1 emphasized the importance of R1a and R1b for their study design in written
feedback: “The interaction of groups across different cohorts was really important to us.
Specifically, group contributions and funding had to be calculated for each of the four projects
and displayed to all participants. Brownie enabled us to achieve this”. In order to ensure that
participants were not placed in the same group twice, the subject group allocation for each
round had to be fixed in the implementation while ensuring balanced treatments. The existing
features of Brownie at that point in time (random vs. factorial) did not include this function. The
developer and experimenter teams discussed this issue, and the developer team decided to
extend Brownie to incorporate customized matching. It is now available for all experiments.
This special requirement demonstrates R3d (i.e., the system’s extensibility for a specific need).
In their written feedback, RA1 commented on system usefulness: “It was nice to have pretty
much all the freedom and possibilities anyone could ever ask for concerning the backend and
which (matching) algorithms you want to include”.
S4: Testing (18 May to 11 June, 2015): The CIs and RAs completed this step in several iterations
throughout the implementation process both in offline software testing and session testing in
the lab. CI1 stated that it took some effort to start multiple clients (12 in this case) on the same
9
system and test the experiment, but they managed to complete it successfully . CI2 stated that,
initially, setting up each computer in the lab separately was a bit inconvenient. However, they
later implemented a script based on a previous example for another experiment, which solved
this issue and made lab testing very easy. The solving of this issue demonstrates the
advantage of using a common programming language (R3c) and the platform’s extensibility to
easily incorporate desirable standard features (R3d). Testing took approximately a quarter of
the overall development time of the research assistant (approximately five work days). CI2
considered the tutorials, especially videos, to be “very helpful”. CI2 would rate the difficulty of
learning to use Brownie as “intermediate” (based on easy, intermediate, and hard as the rating
scale). CI1 found it more difficult to get a basic understanding of Brownie (see Section 1) but
thought that, thereafter, it was quite easy to understand how to adapt Brownie to different
purposes and current and future research designs. In total, with respect to the overall
satisfaction, all team members stated a satisfaction level of 4 on a scale of 1 to 5. They said
that difficulties in implementation partly resulted from the complexity of the experiment design
and partly from insufficient documentation at the beginning of their research project. Since
then, [the developers of Brownie have extended and elaborated on support materials and
tutorials: tutorials for all experiments are now publicly available.

9

At this point, the developers created a solution that enabled one to automatically start and connect multiple clients, which they
integrated into the experiment and is now available for all experiments.
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Phase 4a: Conduct the Experiment and Collect Data

The CIs conducted the study with 12 participants per session and one session for each treatment (24
participants in total). CI1 stated that, with respect to interface quality, they could:
Successfully and comfortably manage the flow of the experiment (such as configuring sessions,
viewing session and client statuses during run-time), as well as programming additional
elements (such as questionnaires), easily in the experiment using Brownie.
CI2 added that the “front end was really good, and we needed minimal help in using it to manage the
experiment. There were no issues during run-time of the session.”. CI1 stated that they incorporated preexperiment questionnaires without any difficulty. The CIs collected post-experiment questionnaires via a
separate Google forms website, which they invoked from within Brownie as part of the website integration
functionality (R3a). The advantage in invoking the Google from within Brownie was that, since the
experiment was running in full-screen mode, participants could not wrongly click on any other parts of the
window or close the form accidentally.
In addition to behavioral data, the experimenters also collected ECG and EDA data using the Bioplux
(2007) sensor system, which was transmitted using Bluetooth and stored on the individual participants’
PCs, which demonstrates Brownie’s fulfilling R2a. CI2 stated that “Brownie gave us the opportunity to log
any user event in the experiment and synchronize them with the physiological data with the required
timestamp information”, which demonstrates Brownie’s fulfilling R2b. They could complete the experiment
successfully and integrate data for their analysis, which demonstrates Brownie’s fulfilling R3a (integration
of websites) and R4d (implementation of questionnaires). CI1 emphasized that the flexibility aspect
(incorporation of new ideas) was the most satisfying aspect of programming with Brownie, and CI1 felt
“limitless” in terms of what they would be able to implement in their project. RA1 summarized in the written
feedback that: “All in all, Brownie worked as we wanted it to”. CI1 added that Brownie matched their
expectations with respect to system usefulness and overall satisfaction.
In order to gauge the participants’ views in using the interfaces implemented in Brownie, we interviewed
two experiment participants (EP1 and EP2) to obtain qualitative feedback on the platform’s usability. EP1
had already taken part in experiments on z-Tree and Brownie and had taken part in similar group
interaction scenarios as well. EP1 stated that the experiment interface was self-explanatory and easy to
interact with due to its clear structure. EP1 felt absorbed in the experiment but would have liked to avoid
“uninteresting” waiting times while other participants were finishing their respective tasks. These waiting
times resulted from the CIs’ decision to go with a round-based design; they indicated in the interview that
they planned on changing to a dynamic design in a follow-up experiment. EP1 did not discern any visible
differences between using interfaces programmed with Brownie or other experimental software. The
participant suggested that incorporating a chat function would have enabled communication with other
participants. Although a client-to-client communication feature is available in Brownie, the CIs had decided
against enabling it in order to maintain a higher level of experimental control. Comparing two experimental
interfaces implemented in Brownie (both of which the participant had taken part in), EP1 rated the
satisfaction level of the crowdfunding experiment as 4 on a scale of 1 to 5 and the interface of the other
experiment as 5. That interface had contained real-time elements (such as live charts and trends, which
Brownie also features), which appealed more to the participant. EP1 had taken part in another experiment
with physiological measurements before and found the overall experimental interface to be engaging.
EP2 had not taken part in an experiment with Brownie before but had in several experiments with z-Tree.
They found participating in the crowdfunding experiment interesting and thought it felt real to an extent.
EP2 felt that this was one of the “better” experiments they had participated in so far, that the interface was
absorbing and fun, and that they were not bored during the experiment. Comparing Brownie with z-Tree,
EP2 stated that the structure of the crowdfunding experiment was comparable (information, decision, and
result).They observed that, compared to previous experiments on z-Tree, the loading time of experiment
screens, especially those with a lot of information, was much shorter. In the previous experiments, they
had found the long loading times of such screens rather tedious. On a scale of 1 to 5, EP2 rated the
satisfaction level of the crowdfunding experiment as 5. In summary, the above statements point to a
satisfactory and engaging interface quality of the participant screens.
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Phase 4b: Analyze Data

With respect to flexibility of user data logging (R3b) and system usefulness, RA1 stated in written
feedback that: “[Brownie was] used for data storage, and data storage methods used in previous
experiments were useful examples to easily integrate these in our experiment” and also that “the predefined database helped a lot”. This database refers to Brownie’s underlying database schema, which we
designed to allow one to easily query and reorganize experimental data. In particular, the CIs stored client
data by concatenating relevant user values (e.g. input and click data) along with the respective client
timestamps in the central server database. To retrieve more information on different granularities such as
subjects, round, the CIs used group-level join queries, which increased the system’s usefulness in terms
of data storage’s flexibility. CI1 said that:
[Working with] normal [i.e., observed data about participant behavior] data was no problem.
Brownie further enabled the synchronization of physiological data, with the events of the
experiment, by adding timestamp entries. These time-synced event entries were later useful for
analysis of physiological data. However, physiological data extraction can be improved.
CI1 specifically suggested reducing the steps necessary for transforming and analyzing the stored raw
physiological values.

4.2.7

Phases 5 and 6: Interpret the Experimental Data and Discuss the Results

The CIs proceeded to analyze the experimental data and publish their findings in suitable outlets. In future
sessions, they planned to store real-time processed physiological data in addition to the raw data. CI1
observed that:
In all our decisions, we never came to a point where we could not do something because it was
not possible on the platform. There was always a solution, and this was a very positive aspect
for us.” CI2 gave as their opinion that, “[Brownie] is an excellent alternative to z-Tree. The
possibility to include physiological measurements is really important, since they help understand
participant behavior greatly.
CI1 considered physiological data to be “honest” in terms of showing whether participants were aroused,
annoyed, or bored during an experiment. Both CIs opined that Brownie’s integrating physiological
measures would be extremely useful for upcoming studies in the IS domain. If CI2 were to do another
experiment, they would “implement it with Brownie”. CI1 and CI2 stated that they did not notice a marked
difference to other experimental software while conducting their experiment since the core building blocks
(e.g., session, treatment, and periods) were similar to other software they used before. In future research,
they planned to extend their experiment by new treatment levels, which demonstrates Brownie’s fulfilling
R4c (i.e. the replicability of an experiment that uses Brownie) and also shows the overall satisfaction with
Brownie, which CI1’s statement that “I would be comfortable to design and create my next planned
experiments in Brownie, and I would recommend it to other researchers” emphasizes. The CIs also stated
that, with the benefit of hindsight, the quality of the available information played a large role in helping
them to successfully complete their project.

4.3
4.3.1

Evaluation of Usability Based on an Experimental Study
Experimental Study Description

We evaluated the usability of Brownie for experimenters by conducting a laboratory study to compare
Brownie to the current gold standard in software for behavioral experiments, z-Tree. The study task
comprised altering a provided ultimatum game to a trust game. Specifically, participants had to 1) change
the experimental logic, 2), change the interface, 3), add player pictures, 4) display a reputation score, and
5) include biosensor measurements. The ultimatum game is a two-person game in which the first player
(the requester) receives a sum of money and proposes how to divide the sum between himself and the
other player. The trust game differs from the ultimatum game in that the money proposed by the requester
is tripled and forwarded to the responder, and the responder has a choice about how much of the nowtripled money to send back to the requester. We chose this setting since research has used the ultimatum
game (Joe et al., 2008) and the trust game to understand peer-to-peer interactions and trusting behavior
in online environments (Du, Huang, & Li, 2013; Riedl et al., 2014b; Ananthakrishnan, Li, & Smith, 2015).
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Procedure

We performed the study with a within-subject design, where a participant would implement the experiment in
both Brownie and z-Tree. Both treatment sessions (Brownie and z-Tree) took place twice in two subsequent
weeks at the same time of day and the same laboratory. We randomly assigned participants to one of the
treatments in the first week and alternated participants to the other treatment in the second week.
The study proceeded as follows. First, we gave participants general instructions on the study task.
Second, we had them fill in a pre-study questionnaire on their programming abilities. Third, we gave them
a tutorial explaining the ultimatum and trust game rules, how the ultimatum game was implemented in the
software, and which changes were necessary to alter it into a trust game. In order to ensure that the depth
of the instructions and the information on the tutorials for both software were comparable, we adapted the
same tutorial for the other and made modifications only with respect to the software-specific terms while
retaining the task descriptions. We divided the study task into eight subtasks. After each subtask, we gave
participants a short questionnaire on how difficult they felt the task had been. After the last task, we gave
participants a final questionnaire that asked for their overall usability evaluation of the software. We
measured usability with the IBM usability scale (Lewis, 1995). Participants had a time limit of 120 minutes.
Prior to the study, we estimated the time required for each subtask by timing six student assistants with no
or limited prior experience with Brownie and z-Tree and averaging their results.

4.3.3

Measures

We assigned task scores based on successful lines of code that were functionally correct for performing
the given task. Hence, we broke down each task down into three or four code alterations, which we
specified for both software. Two independent researchers scored the degree of task completion based on
the solution code submitted by participants. To measure usability, we used three factors from the IBM
usability scale: system usefulness, information quality, and interface quality. Confirmatory factor analysis
with R-3.3.2 and lavaan 0.5-20 showed good model fit (Appendix C).

4.3.4

Sample

We invited students from a course on experimental methods in business research to ensure that all
participants had a basic understanding of and a general interest in experiments and experimental research.
In total, 28 students participated. For their participation in the usability study, we awarded students with
course credit points. We carried out the study in the experimental lab at Karlsruhe Decision and Design
Laboratory (KD2Lab). Prior to our study, the ultimatum game had been briefly explained within the scope of
the course, but the trust game had not. Experimental software had not been discussed in the course up to
this point. As for the participants, 25 percent of participants were female, and they were all pursuing a
master’s degree. Average session duration was 1:33 hours in Brownie, and 1:26 hours in z-Tree.

4.3.5

Results

Figure 2 shows the average task scores of our participants for z-Tree and Brownie, which indicates how
well they solved each task. Task 8, the configuration of biosensors, was unique to Brownie. Our results
indicate that, on average, participants performed better on Brownie with the exception of task 7 (accessing
experimental data). Taking the results by session, participants performed better in both software pieces
(Brownie and z-Tree) in the second session (completion rates increased from the first session by 19% in
Brownie and 10% in z-Tree), which one can explain by their already having learnt about the study task.
Our results show that Brownie compares well to z-Tree; participants rated it as good as z-Tree in both
overall usability and all three usability subscales (Figure 3). Mean and median ratings of all scales were
lower for both software pieces (Brownie and z-Tree) in the second session but not significantly so.
In an open feedback question at the end of the second sessions, we asked participants to indicate
whether they would prefer to use Brownie or z-Tree in the future. Twelve participants indicated a
preference for Brownie and cited reasons such as flexibility, common programming language, open
source, and more intuitive programming. Eight participants preferred z-Tree because they found it easier
to understand. Six participants did not express a preference, and two participants explicitly noted that they
were unable to decide: they stated that they found Brownie more flexible and powerful but z-Tree easier to
get started with.
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Note: Task 1: Running provided ultimatum game; Task 2: Modifying logic to trust game; Task 3: Modify screen UI with 3 new fields;
Task 4: Adding action logic to button; Task 5: Modifying server to trust game logic, and log user data in database; Task 6: Modify
screen by adding an Image and a reputation score; Task 7: Access database and view data; Task 8: Configure sensors and acquire
sensor data.

Figure 2. Task Completion Rates for Brownie and z-Tree

10

Figure 3. Usability Scores for Brownie and z-Tree

10

Note: the y-axis indicates usability ratings aggregated across subjects, software, and on two different days on a scale of 1-7.
Smaller box plots indicate higher agreement within subjects, which is observed in the case of z-Tree in Day 1, and Brownie for Day
2. Differences between the groups were not visible, denoting which denotes comparable usability. Long lower (upper) whiskers
indicate that participants varied more over the lower (upper) quartile of the usability score.
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Taken as a whole, the results of the experiment show that, in terms of usability (while considering
common aspects of experiments such as experiment logic and UI modification), Brownie compares well
with z-Tree. At the same time, Brownie offers additional NeuroIS-specific features that z-Tree does not
include (R2a, R2b, R2c) and possibilities for further extension (R3a, R3c, R3d, R4a). Given that both our
literature review and case study confirm the requirement list we identify earlier in the paper, we conclude
that Brownie meets the emerging requirements of NeuroIS research and cognate areas, which current
experimental software does not currently fulfill.

5

Discussion and Future Work

We designed, implemented, and evaluated the experimental platform Brownie to facilitate NeuroIS
research in the lab. We confirmed the platform’s usefulness and usability in three evaluations: a literature
review of current NeuroIS studies to verify its usefulness, a case study of a research project implemented
using Brownie to evaluate its usefulness and usability in a complex setting, and an experimental study to
evaluate its usability in comparison to an alternative experimental software. The results of our evaluation
show where Brownie’s advantages (compared to alternative experimental software) lie and how issues
faced while implementing experiments can be solved with Brownie.

5.1

Contribution and Communication

Brownie is a stable platform for implementing individual and group interaction experiments that integrate
neurophysiological measurements. In terms of the knowledge contributions of design science research
(Gregor & Hevner, 2013), one may categorize Brownie as an invention in that it applies a new solution
(synchronous biosignal acquisition and real-time processing) to a new problem (behavioral research using
biosignals). Brownie is an invention in the sense that it is an artifact that one can apply and evaluate in a
real-world context, and a key contribution is our conceptualizing the problem itself (i.e., lack of extensible
and open source software for NeuroIS researchers). In addition, Brownie differs from routine design,
improvements, and exaptation by having a particularly low application domain maturity and solution
maturity according to Gregor and Hevner’s (2013) framework.
With the development and distribution of Brownie, we contribute to interdisciplinary IS research by
reducing obstacles (especially related to IT infrastructure and IT expertise) to conducting experimental
research on NeuroIS. Cognate areas such as behavioral economics, experimental psychology, and
affective computing can profit from Brownie due to its extensive capabilities for implementing complex
human-computer and group interaction scenarios. Brownie reduces barriers for NeuroIS researchers by
providing a platform to collaboratively develop and test new system features (NeuroIS and non-NeuroIS)
that researchers can use across experiments. For instance, due to its extensibility and open source
distribution, Brownie is innovative in that it can support researchers to develop and agree on
methodological guidelines by implementing reference solutions and providing them to the research
community. Moreover, by distributing standard experimental setups (e.g., standard scenarios such as the
Trust Game) along with it, Brownie helps researchers replicate prior studies (e.g., to test effect stability
across samples) and implement extensions and additional treatments for their experiments.
In terms of dissemination and communication, we discussed the need for an experimental platform at
several workshops with researchers from the NeuroIS domain. We distribute the source code for the
platform as a ready-to-use eclipse workspace project with version controlling implicitly enforced through
the use of the well-known distribution service Bitbucket. Along with the source code, we distribute a wiki
with a setup tutorial, a quick start guide, and a step-by-step guide to programming and managing an
11
experiment . In addition, we make available video tutorials on “how to set up Brownie”, and “how to set
up an experiment” at https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCIwooE5L0D0FTGi1RtIuPJg. We have also
prepared more tutorials that illustrate the use cases in Appendix B. Finally, we communicate the iterations
of Brownie’s design and development via structured workshops.
Application areas for Brownie in interdisciplinary IS research include the design of websites and decision
support system interfaces (e.g., to study the variability of user attention and differences in information
search behavior or to determine optimal information levels for users based on cognitive workload) (Kohavi,
Henne, & Sommerfield, 2007; Léger et al., 2014; Seuken et al., 2012). Further research areas that
Brownie suits include the influence of emotions and social context on individual decision making. For
11
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instance, one can use Brownie to examine how trust is established in e-commerce contexts (Gefen, 2002;
Riedl et al., 2010b; Du et al., 2013; Adam, Krämer, & Müller, 2015) and how it affects consumer choice
and purchase decisions (Dorner et al., 2013). Moreover, one can use Brownie to develop, test, and
evaluate neuro-adaptive systems via its real-time signal processing capabilities. Finally, one can also use
Brownie to simulate complex interactions of users with computer agents and purely agent-based
interactions where required.

5.2

Limitations and Future Work

Brownie at its current form has limitations, some of which future research could address by extending the
platform. First, in its current form, Brownie does not allow one to directly integrate neuroimaging
techniques (such as fMRIs or functional near infra-red spectroscopy (fNIRS)). Such imaging techniques
are vital in determining the brain activity of the above-mentioned IS constructs. For software technology,
researchers of these technologies predominantly use programs based on Python, Matlab, or C++ to
acquire data and specialized Matlab-based libraries to analyze such data. One can extend Brownie to
communicate with other programs by providing suitable wrappers to other languages to facilitate
communication with a broader range of sensors. Examples of such wrappers include Jython (a Java
12
Python interpreter) and MatlabControl (a program used to call Matlab functions from within Java).
Second, the paper conceptualizes the design science problem via the proposed requirement set. Although
we present a design artifact, evaluate it, and provide directions for further development, one may also
validate the requirement set via other design instantiations (Gregor & Hevner, 2013, p. 10). These
instantiations could adopt a different design artifact for each requirement, such as choosing a different
language for the implementation. Other design instantiations may arise as a result of further experiments
conducted with Brownie or by replicating existing experiments in different geographical or cultural contexts.
Third, the real-time signal processing capabilities in Brownie are based on heart rate and skin conductance
sensors. One ought to enhance the processors used to compute the respective features in terms of
efficiency and real-time aspects and in terms of extensibility to other sensors, such as PPG, EMG, and EEG
(Riedl et al., 2014a; Müller-Putz et al., 2015). The modular architecture of Brownie facilitates extensions of
the real-time features, such as creating different manifestations of live-biofeedback, altering and adapting the
interface based on neuro-information, and so on. Most importantly, integrating further real-time features in
Brownie will impose different challenges for different biosignals. For instance, processing EEG data in real
time, such as in the domain of brain-computer interfacing, requires substantial efforts in terms of artifact
detection (Müller-Putz, Riedl, & Wriessnegger, 2015). In addition, integrating statistical and data analysis
modules, such as R-packages, in Brownie would make it possible to analyze experimental data in the
platform if required. These analysis modules could enable one to build individual variances in real-time
sensor-data processing based on participants’ gender, age, or historical data of.
Finally, with the proliferation of mobile devices and the variety of tasks being performed on them,
researchers need to conduct NeuroIS experiments across different devices to understand user
engagement with mobile devices (Bhandari, Neben, & Chang, 2015; Hollingsworth & Randolph, 2015).
Brownie currently does not support experiments with mobile applications, and, in the future, one could
extend it to incorporate experiments applying NeuroIS methods with mobile applications and sensors.

6

Conclusion

Brownie serves as a solution that meets emerging requirements for conducting NeuroIS research. At present,
the effort and technical knowledge required to conduct NeuroIS research are substantial. With Brownie, we
help to reduce both the effort and the technical knowledge demands to a better manageable level. Brownie
is innovative in that it reduces barriers for IS researchers to engage in collaborative research and has a high
degree of flexibility with regards to individual experimenters’ needs, such as extensibility to emerging
NeuroIS methodologies and scalability across various devices. We hope that Brownie contributes to future
research in individual and group interactions by leveraging existing and emerging NeuroIS methods for user
interaction research and that it fosters collaborative and interdisciplinary research across domains by
facilitating replicability and the exchange of research knowledge.

12
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Appendix A: Architecture Details
We first present Brownie’s architecture along the y-axis of Figure A1: its built-in tier and its customizable
tier. The built-in tier is the platform’s stable core. It is ready to use and requires no (or minimal) alterations
while designing an experiment. The built-in tier comprises 1) the entity layer, 2) the data access object
(DAO) layer and the components that define, 3i) the generic server, and 4) the generic client. The entity
layer performs the role of object relation mapping to persist Plain Old Java Objects (POJO) in a database,
and it is implemented using Java Persistence API (JPA). In addition to a relational specification that
supports mapping Java objects to a database, JPA supports a rich query language that facilitates static
13
and dynamic queries . The corresponding project for the entity layer is the ExpJPA project (see Figure
A2).

Figure A1. Brownie Architecture

The second layer of the built-in tier is the DAO layer, which serves as an abstraction to encapsulate all
access to the data source. The DAO manages the connection with the data source to obtain and store
data. As Figure A1 shows, through the DAO, one can access the entity layer from both the client- and
server- sides (i.e., by all the components above it). The DAO layer applies the Data access object design
pattern and is also located in the ExpJPA Project (see Figure A2).
The built-in tier finally contains two components to manage the structure of an experiment with the
experiment structure manager and the experimental procedure on the server side (3) and the
communication rules and client-specific properties on the client side (4). The experiment structure
manager is invoked when the experimenter defines the flow of the experiment using Brownie’s UI. Details
about the treatments (interfaces associated with the treatment), sessions (session date, cohort size,
membership and matching rules), experiment sequence information (number of periods, pauses, etc.) can
be specified from the UI. We now explain each of these three aspects in detail.
The fundamental building blocks of a generic experimental design are implemented on the server-side
middleware, namely: the institution and the environment. One can use the institution to define the
experiment’s behavior with respect to the start rules, the message rules, and end rules of the experiment.
One can implement variations in the experiment’s behavior across treatments in the same institution as
well, and, hence, one can use a single class to define the flow across several treatments. Turning to the
environment, it helps to define the primary experiment features and differences in experimental
parameters across different treatments. For instance, for an experiment with two types of auctions and
two levels of information granularity, there are four parameter combinations in a full-factorial design. One
would then define the parameter sets for these four treatments in the environment class, whereas one
13

As mentioned in the release notes of JPA, “[t]he Java Persistence API draws upon the best ideas from persistence technologies
such as Hibernate, TopLink, and JDO. Customers now no longer face the choice between incompatible non-standard persistence
models for object/relational mapping.” (Oracle, n.d.).
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would define the flow of the screens in in these four treatments in the institution class. An experiment
always extends both classes, the institution and the environment, to define and implement specific
scenarios.
Figure A2 depicts the underlying source code structure of Brownie. Four core component projects form
the built-in tier: ExpServer, ExpClient, ExpCommon, and ExpJPA. Two projects form the customizable tier:
Exp_Implementation for new experiments and ExpSensors project for existing and new biosensor
configurations. These projects are available as a ready-to-use eclipse workspace along with definitions to
the underlying dependencies of each project.

Figure A2. Source Code Project Structure in Brownie
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Appendix A: Use Cases Implemented with Brownie
Table B1. Use Cases Implemented by Internal and External Researchers
Requirement:
description

Expt. 1

Expt. 2

Expt. 3

Expt. 4

Expt. 5

Expt. 6

R1a: Individuals

x

x

x

x

x

x

R1b: Groups

x

o

x

x

x

x

R2a: Biosignals

x

x

x

o

o

x

R2b: Signal Quality
Checks

o

o

x

o

o

x

R2c: Real-time
signal processing

o

o

x

o

o

o

R3a: Support
research on
websites

o

o

o

o

o

o

R3b: Flexibility of
data logging

x

x

x

x

x

x

R3c: Common
programming
language

x

x

x

x

x

x

R3d: Extensibility

o

x

x

o

x

x

R3e: Multimedia

o

x

x

o

o

x

R4a: Open source

o

o

x

x

x

x

R4b: Tutorials &
support

o

o

x

x

x

x

R4c: Redistribution
& replication

o

o

o

x

x

o

R4d:
Questionnaires

x

x

x

x

x

x

Expt. 1, 2 and 6 were realized by members of the development team.
Expt. 3 and 5 were realized by other researchers in the same department of the development team.
Expt. 4 was realized in a different department of the development team’s institute.
Expt.1 investigated the phenomenon of auction fever to study the influence of arousal.
Expt. 2 investigated the interplay of the constructs of cognitive workload and emotional arousal in auction bidding, using EEG, and ECG
data.
Expt. 3 examined the influence of computer-agents, live bio-feedback and the IS constructs of current emotional state on individual
human behavior in a financial trading context.
Expt. 4 focused on bilateral negotiations in a three-player setting concerning the allocation of durable bads (e.g., toxic or nuclear waste)
(realized by Institute for Industrial Production, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology).
Expt. 5 was an oligopoly experiment that investigated decision making behavior in a simultaneous wholesale and retail competition
context (realized at University of Passau and a field experiment conducted at Deutsche Telekom, Bonn)
Expt. 6 analyzed performance differences in serious games with regards to the IS constructs of arousal and workload.
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Appendix C: Confirmatory Factor Analysis of IBM Usability Scale
We performed confirmatory factor analysis on a sample size of 57, including participants invited to both
sessions. We performed exploratory factor analysis using maximum likelihood procedure on the data by
testing the hypotheses that 1, 2, 3, and 4 factors are sufficient. The data loaded on three factors with a
substantial increase in factor loadings: the confirmatory analysis yielded 117 degrees of model freedom
with a chi-square of 144.39 (significant at the 0.1% level). The Tucker Lewis Index of factoring reliability
was 0.953 and RMSEA index was 0.099. We examined correlation matrices to check that all factor
loadings were greater than 0.7, and the item loadings were the same as IBM scale factors (system use,
information quality, interface quality) except for one item. A comparison of different number (1-4) of factors
(Table C1) shows that Tucker Lewis Index was greater than 1 for 4 factors, which denotes an over fitting
of factors. Hence, for the usability study, we report results for three factors; the fourth factor represents the
overall usability scale, which aggregates the above three factors.
Table C1. Confirmatory Factor Analysis for IBM Usability Scale
Model

Chi-square

df

BIC

Tucker Lewis Index

RMSEA

Single factor

326.53

152

-274.06

0.778

0.174

Two factor

240.95

134

-288.51

0.843

0.151

Three factor

144.39

117

-317.91

0.953

0.099

Four factor

95.64

101

-303.44

1.011

0.058
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